On The Sunny Banks
Writer: Dottie Rambo

Verse 1
THERE’S A LAND WHERE DEATH CAN NEVER ENTER
NO LONELY GRAVES ON THE HILLS OF GOD
I’LL WALK BY WATERS CLEAR AND PEACEFUL
WHERE WICKED MEN SHALL NEVER TROD

Chorus
ON THE SUNNY BANKS OF SWEET DELIV’RANCE
HAPPY FREEDOM LAND MY IMMORTAL HOME
I’M GOIN’ THERE TO LIVE WHEN LIFE IS OVER
ON THE SUNNY BANKS (ON THE SUNNY BANKS)
OF MY HOME SWEET HOME

Verse 2
THERE’S A VALLEY GREEN WHERE THE WARM WINDS WHISPER
AND THE MASTER SMILES AS THE CHILDREN PLAY
ALL SORROWS GONE AND OUR BURDENS LIFTED
FOR GOD HIMSELF WIPES THE TEARS AWAY

Repeat Chorus
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